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We are ANKER – A longstanding, innovative provider of hardware for the 
point of sale and a market leader in our segment. We are the inventors 
of the modern Cash Cassette and during the course of more than 140 
years of our company’s history, we have revolutionised the market and 
set new standards. We distinguish ourselves with outstanding prod-
uct quality and a high degree of fl exibility. In addition to tried-and-test-
ed standard solutions, we also rely on customised project solutions. In 
order to keep pace with the times and react quickly to changing market 
requirements, we work closely together with our customers and part-
ners. In this way, we succeed in continuously optimising our portfolio 
and offering innovative, high-quality solutions for the point of sale.

As a German company with a long tradition, we attach great importance 
to a regional value chain and a pragmatic and solution-oriented working 
method with quick reaction times. As a team, constantly on renewing the
trust of our customers through excellent performance. The name ANKER
guarantees quality, reliability, security and customer satisfaction. Our 
employees guarantee this with their personal signature on each product.

Particularly in the storm of industry development, it is important to rely 
on a partner, who offers fi rst-class service and the highest security for 
your transactions. Outstanding products “Made in Germany” – after all, 
when it comes to your money, you should not compromise. Let us be 
your partner!

Stands Keyboards Customer
Displays

Cash Cassettes &
Cash Drawers
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Food retail

Fashion Petrol stations

Bakeries Leisure

Airports

Home EntertainmentShops/exhibition 
construction

Pharmacies

RestaurantsDrugstores

Hospitals

1 MILLION SATISFIED USERS 
IN NUMEROUS INDUSTRIES.

You will receive the appropriate solution from us for your company and 
your industry, in order to design the point of sale securely and reliably. 
Count on many years of durability with the highest product quality 
“Made in Germany”. Your requirements are fulfi lled with diligence, experi-
ence and passion.
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A PIONEER FOR 
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS.

Integral thinking. Identifying issues. 
Developing solutions.

We have a history of always pursuing an integral approach, in order to 
meet customer requirements. Although we focus on the development 
and production of hardware, we are still very familiar with any linked 
processes, circumstances and processes relating to the POS. Our port-
folio is comprised of a large number of exciting, high-quality products. 
Tried and tested millions of times at the point of sale, constantly in fur-
ther development and reliable for many years. They can be used across 
many industries and are essential for many customers. The identifi ca-
tion of challenges and applications for many industries is in our DNA. 
Knowing which details and circumstances need to be considered at the 
POS makes it possible to develop a targeted solution for you. Regard-
less of whether a standard product comes into question or a custom-
ised product development is performed.

Thanks to many years of experience at the POS, we have 
established four guidelines:

1  Innovation 
  Identifying trends early, developing products that keep 
  pace with the times and are always a step ahead.

2  Quality 
  Highest quality in products and processes.

3  Security
  Our solutions and products offer the highest 
  security at the POS.

4  Flexibility
  Standard products in high quantities, fast and  
  cost-effectively delivered or customised 
  solutions – everything from a single source. 
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ONE STEP AHEAD 
OF YOUR NEEDS

CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION IS 
OUR MOTIVATION
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„I am proud when I see ANKER products at 
the cash desk while shopping – products 
that I played a key role in developing.
That motivates me to do my very best every 
single day.“

Rainer Beek

1

2

Innovation

Quality

The spirit of innovation is part of our tradition and history. We are 
always on the look out  to identify new market requirements and 
opportunities at early stages and respond with innovative solutions 
to meet evolving customer needs. 

Furthermore, we have always been focused on the future. New market 
requirements are identified and successfully mastered. ANKER has 
always been an innovative company with a great desire for progress. 
Many inventions in the POS industry, which are now a matter of course, 
were fi rst thought of or launched on the market by ANKER.

OUR TRADITION INSPIRES US TO LIVE AND 
BREATHE INNOVATION AND TOP QUALITY.

„As the head of assembly I am not only 
aiming for effi ciency but for a motivated 
team and the highest product quality 
possible.“

Andreas Eickhölter

ANKER products last longer! ANKER consistently ensures product 
quality through processes, tests, investments, and the quality 
promise of every single employee.

SERIAL NUMBERS
Computer-based tracking of products and deliveries via serial numbers.

EXTERNAL TESTS
By engaging external examination bodies, our product quality is 
always examined and evaluated by independent sources. Recently, 
a DEKRA test confi rmed 4.2 million opening cycles for the Standard 
Cash Cassette SCC plus.

INTERNAL TESTS
100% test procedures – every cash cassette or drawer is tested 
electronically for functionality.

COMMITMENT
Assembly employees “sign” completed cash cassettes and personally 
vouch for the quality of their work.
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STAYING FOCUSED 
AT ALL TIMES

A CONSTANT 
FOCUS ON 
CUSTOMER NEEDS
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Security has top priority at the point of sale. With ANKER products, 
you will always be on the safe side. They guarantee the highest 
protection during the entire process chain at the POS. Thanks to 
intelligent product designs, your money is reliably protected from 
unauthorised access at all times.

Count on robust and intelligent products for secure transactions. 
From special security locks, to security seals, right up to reliable 
workmanship of high-quality materials, ANKER products gurantee 
safety for your money.

Delivery time

Standard Products

“Off-the-shelf“ for conventi-
onal implementation scena-

rios in high quantities

Customised Solutions

Custom-made 
solutions

Standard Solutions

Flexible confi gurable, 
modular solutions

The majority of all customer requirements are covered by our high-
quality and cost-effective standard products.

With our expertise, we can also create solutions for very specifi c de-
mands that our standard range cannot fulfi l. Due to our long experience 
in the market, our industry know-how and the close collaboration with our 
numerous customers, requirements at the point of sale are identifi ed and 
met successfully. Each individual product development is an exciting chal-
lenge, which needs to be mastered. With ANKER, you will always receive 
a reliable product, tailored to your needs, whether it is a standard product, 
a fl exibly confi gured standard solution, or a customised solution.

„I fi nd it really exciting to see how the 
industry has developed over the years. 
Identifying our customers’ needs and 
offering every customer a solution that 
is perfect for them as part of this develop-
ment, rekindles our enthusiasm every 
single day.

Reiner Volkmann

„Especially for us as a premium supplier 
of POS hardware it is crucial to guarantee 
the highest level of product security. 
That’s why we rely on professional manu-
facturing as well as a smart product 
design that optimally prevents thievery. 
Because when it comes to our customer’s 
money, we do not compromise.“

Dr. Fabian Schühle

3

4

Security

Flexibility

FOR 360°-DEGREES SECURITY  WITH  
100% RELIABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY.
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WITH ANKER, YOU CAN 
REACH A SAFE HARBOUR.
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You can fi nd detailed information about our products 
on the Internet: www.aks-anker.de/en/products

Customised
Solutions

The ANKER product line 
Cash Cassettes
Overview of technical data. Your guide to the appropriate product.

Cash Cassettes

Product on page

Width

Height

Depth

Total weight 
of cassette

Colours

Interfaces

Closure

Material

Voltage

ANKER Unive
rsal 

Cash Cassette
 UCC

RAL 9002
RAL 7021

12, 24 V

galvanised steel/
ABS plastic

460 mm

100 mm

169 mm

4,84 kg

18

compatible with 
all systems

with lock/ 
without lock

ANKER OmniOptio
n 

Cash Cassette
 OCC

RAL 9002
RAL 7021

12, 24, 36 V

ABS plastic

460 mm

100 mm

160 mm

2,0 kg

14

compatible with 
all systems

with lock/ 
without lock

ANKER Euro 

Cash Cassette
 ECC

RAL 9002
RAL 7021

12, 24, 36 V

ABS plastic

482 mm

100 mm

175 mm

1,9 kg

16

compatible with 
all systems

with lock/ 
without lock

ANKER Cash & Carry
 

Cash Cassette
 CCC

24 V

galvanised steel/
stainless steel lid

484,6 mm

103 mm

168 mm

8,4 kg

20

compatible with 
all systems

without lock

RAL 7045

ANKER Standard 

Cash Cassette
 SCCplus

RAL 9002
RAL 7021

12, 24, 36 V

ABS plastic

459 mm

100 mm

155 mm

1,7 kg

with lock/ 
without lock

compatible with 
all systems

12
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Improving the gold standard
Our ANKER Standard Cash Cassette SCC was the fi rst fl ip top drawer 
in the world. It has ensured reliability and security at the POS since 
1987. Even today, this invention still represents the industry standard in 
the food retail. The unique shape and layout of coin and note compart-
ments was elaborately developed in collaboration with ergonomics 
experts. The Standard Cash Cassette SCC plus still represents the gold 
standard in the market 30 years later. The cassette recently proved 
its unsurpassed quality once again, while achieving over 4.2 million 
openings without problems in a test conducted by an independent 
institute. ANKER has now optimised the industry classic for you. 
With the SCC plus, you will not only benefi t from the reliability and 
quality of the Standard Cash Cassette SCC, but also receive useful 
additional functions:

Numerous locking options
You decide whether you need the Standard Cash Cassette SCC plus with 
or without an integrated lock. Both versions can be additionally equipped 
with a further security key lock. 

Improved surface 
A fi ner surface structure allows for easier cleaning  

Reinforced bearings and hinges 
Double bearings ensure increased lid stability. Based on our many years 
of POS experience, we are delighted to introduce a product that is even 
better adapted to your needs: the SCC plus.

ANKER Standard Cash Cassette SCCplus

Width
459 mm

Height
100 mm

Depth
155 mm

Interface 
compatible with 
all systems

Weight
1,7 kg

Technical data

Ergonomic inner 
partitioning – coin 
compartments with 
a sloped front

Cash Cassettes

 › Optionally available with or without a lock

 › Easy-to-clean surface

 › Reinforced bearings and hinges

 › Customisation options

 › 4.2 million opening cycles in the DEKRA 
  endurance test 
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Colour
RAL 7021
RAL 9002

Versions

Closed cassette without a lock

Fitted cassette

Unfi tted cassette with a lock

Voltage
12, 24, 36 V

Closure
with lock/ 
without lock

Material
ABS plastic

Fitted cassette

Stands Keyboards Customer
Displays

Customised
Solutions

You can fi nd detailed information 
about our solutions on the Internet:

www.aks-anker.de/en/solutions
Cash Drawers

The ANKER principle: Separate base plate and cash cassette
The SCC plus system consists of a base plate and a cash cassette. 
The base, an electronic triggering unit, is mounted fi rmly on the cash 
desk. The cash cassette, on the other hand, can easily be removed. 
This enables the secure transport of cash in a fully functional con-
tainer, entirely without additional lids or locks. In addition, the simple 
system for removing the cassette allows for a quick and safe shift 
change of cashiers: log out, unlock, close shut and ready for secure 
transport. If you already have a SCC base plate, there is no need to 
worry as this does not present a problem. At ANKER, we aspire to 
protect your investment in our products and for this reason the SCC 
plus is compatible with the same range of bases as the SCC.

Freely selectable locking mechanisms for high security
The base plate of the Standard Cash Cassette SCC plus is controlled 
electronically by the cash register system which opens the cash cas-
sette. An integrated switch in the base detects the opening status and 
directly transmits this to the cash register system. A cable protector 
prevents unintentional loosening of the connection cable. The Stand-
ard Cash Cassette SCC plus can easily be used with special locking 
mechanisms, a high-quality lock, or entirely without a lock. The SCC 
plus can be effortlessly adapted to your requirements and processes. 

Ergonomics meets spaciousness
With eight coin compartments and four note compartments, this tried-
and-tested cassette with a unique, ergonomic interior division offers 
plenty of space. Additionally, the slanted front of the coin compart-
ments makes coin removal easy and comfortable. A note separator 
allows for separate storage of different notes and receipts. The note 
compartments are arranged so that they are out of the customer’s 
reach and thereby only permit quick access by the cashier. A clever 
security benefi t for you and your employees.

Compatible with common cash register systems
You can use the Standard Cash Cassette SCC plus with all common 
cash register systems. If you change systems, all you need to do is 
exchange the cable or the base. This allows for a long-term use of the 
cassette without any changes. 

Base plate
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Limitless fl exibility
All requirements for design, fl exibility, compatibility and security of a 
modern cash cassette are fulfi lled with our ANKER OmniOption Cash 
Cassette OCC. Benefi t from a multifunctional cash cassette at your 
POS. It is made of a robust plastic housing and fl exible inner partition-
ing. It can be used for all currencies and is also excellently suited to 
international use.

Controlled electronically directly by the cash system, the OCC can be 
fl exibly adapted to your requirements and processes. Whether it is com-
pletely without a lock or fi tted with a quality lock – You have the choice. 
An optionally usable security key lock offers you additional security.

ANKER OmniOption Cash Cassette OCC

Rail-guided opening 
mechanism of the lid

Width
460 mm

Height
100 mm

Depth
160 mm

Weight
2.0 kg

Technical data

Interface 
compatible with 
all systems

 › Base plate with cable protection

 › Classic but fl exible coin and note compartments

 › Rail-guided opening mechanism for the lid

 › Usable without a lock

 › Secure transport in a high-quality 
  cash cassette

Cash Cassettes
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Flexibility inside
The partition walls of the coin compartments are variably intermateable, 
suitable for any currency. An additional compartment allows you to store 
tall notes and important vouchers in it. The coin and note compartments 
are optionally installed on the right or left. This is more convenient for 
cashiers and particularly provides more protection from unauthorised 
access because the inner compartments can be positioned at large 
distance from the customer.

Convenience for payment transactions
The wide opening angle of the lid allows optimum access for the cashier. 
The OCC does not spring open unintentionally, is guided and mechani-
cally accelerated and decelerated when opening. The result of this is 
longer durability, a stable opening angle and a constant opening speed.

More secure transport into the back offi  ce
The system is comprised of a base and a cash cassette. The base is 
securely mounted on the cash desk, the OCC is inserted on it and locked 
in. The electric trigger unit is located in the base. The connection cable 
is held in place with a cable protection, which prevents the cable from 
slipping out.

The cassette can then be completely removed. Additional work steps, 
such as putting on a lid and locking an insert, are not necessary – A fully-
fl edged cash cassette made of sturdy plastic is available to the cashier 
personnel for transporting from the cash counter to the back offi  ce.

Robust and longlasting
The OCC is produced from durable and recyclable plastic. Its design 
guarantees a long service life. The easy-to-clean surface is impervious.

Compatible with all well-established cash systems
All conventional cash register systems are compatible with the OCC. 
For a system change, you only need to replace the cable or the base. 
The cassette can continue to be used unchanged.

Versions

Locked cassette

Fitted cassette

Colour
RAL 7021
RAL 9002

Voltage
12, 24, 36 V

Material
ABS plastic

Closure
with lock/ 
without lock

Cassette with removed coin and note 
compartments

Base plate

Stands Keyboards Customer
Displays

Customised
Solutions

You can fi nd detailed information 
about our solutions on the Internet:

www.aks-anker.de/en/solutions
Cash Drawers
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Ready for any currency
Our ANKER Euro Cash Cassette ECC is based on the same concept as 
the SCC. The difference is its size and the split of the coin and note 
compartments. This cash cassette is the plastic cassette with the larg-
est capacity in our portfolio. Due to its confi guration, it provides space 
available for all currencies and can hold a large volume of change.

The ECC is also fl exible in terms of the closing variant. As it is electro-
nically controlled and opened by the cash register system, it can be 
completely used without a lock, if required. The ECC can be used with 
a quality lock, various, specifi c locking mechanisms or without a lock. 
For straightforward manual opening of the cassette, products are avail-
able for you, such as our manual opening trigger. An optional security 
key lock offers you additional security.

ANKER Euro Cash Cassette ECC

Width
482 mm

Height
100 mm

Depth
175 mm

Weight
1.9 kg

Technical data

Cassette with 9 coin 
compartments

Interface 
compatible with 
all systems

 › Usable without a lock

 › Up to nine coin compartments

 › Larger volume for higher cash holdings

 › Individually insertable coin compartments

 › Voucher slot

Cash Cassettes
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All currencies intelligently stored
Up to nine coin compartments, six note compartments and a voucher 
compartment are available. The voucher slot on the front of the ECC 
allows you to securely insert and store vouchers, without opening the 
cash cassette. The note compartment can additionally be protected 
from unauthorised access with a cover.

The ANKER principle: Separate base plate and cash cassette
The ECC system comprises of a based plate and cash cassette. The 
base is securely mounted on the cash counter as an electronical trigger 
unit. The cash cassette can be taken out completely. This guarantees 
secure transport of your cash holdings in a fully-functional cash cas-
sette, completely without additional lids and locks. The simple system 
for the removal of the cassette also enables a extremely quick and 
secure change of the cashier: log-off, unlock and go.

Compatible with all well-established cash register systems
All conventional cash register systems are compatible with the ECC. For 
a system change, you only need to replace the cable or the base. The 
cassette can be used unchanged.

Versions

Locked cassette

Voltage
12, 24, 36 V

Material
ABS plastic

Closure
with lock/ 
without lock

Customised confi guration with coin 
compartments

Colour
RAL 7021
RAL 9002

Fitted cassette

Base

Fitted cassette

Stands Keyboards Customer
Displays

Customised
Solutions

You can fi nd detailed information 
about our solutions on the Internet:

www.aks-anker.de/en/solutions
Cash Drawers
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Metal cassette according to the 
ANKER principle

We also offer a solution to the proponents of metal housings, with the 
ANKER Universal Cash Cassette UCC, which fi ts in the well approved 
ANKER principle. The assembly of the outer housing is performed in 
the established manner, on a base plate. This allows easy dismantling 
for cleaning purposes. However, in contrast to our plastic cassettes, 
the base is delivered without any electronics, as they are installed in 
the outer housing. Upon request, the assembly of the outer housing is 
also possible without a base.

The UCC is directly opened electronically by the cash register system. 
The outer cassette is available with a quality lock or completely without 
a lock. For the inner cassette, a quality lock or a turnkey are available. The 
turnkey is a keyless version, with which a bolt in the lid can be engaged, 
to close the inner cassette.

ANKER Universal Cash Cassette UCC

Width
460 mm

Height
100 mm

Depth
169 mm

Weight
4.84 kg

Technical data

Inner cassette 
with integrated lid

Interface 
compatible with 
all systems

 › Removable outer cassette: a plus 
  in terms of cleanliness 

 › Flexible confi guration of the coin 
  and note compartments

 › Inner cassette with integrated lid

 › User-friendly with a removable cable

Cash Cassettes
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Reliable at every POS
The extremely light inner cassette of the UCC made of plastic has an 
integrated sturdy lid. This makes the tedious handling unnecessary, 
which would have been created with a separate cover. Additional sepa-
rate inner cassettes are available for changing cashier personnel. The 
removal and insertion of the inner cassette is made signifi cantly easier 
for you due to the integrated and retractable carrying handles. The han-
dles are attached to the side, which ensure optimum weight distribution 
and easy removal of the insert.

Longlasting and user-friendly
You can mount the outer cassette directly onto the cash counter or 
lock it in using the previously mounted base plate. This attachment 
of the outer cassette is ideal for simple and quick exchange and 
straightforward cleaning. This ensures a plus in terms of cleanliness 
and servicing of the product. The cable of the UCC can be easily and 
economically removed.

Ergonomic benefi ts
The coin and note compartments, as well as the separate voucher 
compartment, can be confi gured by you within the inner cassette on 
the left or right, as you wish. This improves the workplace ergonomics 
and provides more security at the cash counter, as the inner compart-
ments can be positioned at larger distance away from the customer.

Versions

Fitted cassette

Outer cassette and fi tted inner cassette

Colour
RAL 7021
RAL 9002

Voltage
12, 24 V

Material
galvanised steel /
insert made of 
ABS plastic

Closure
with lock/ 
without lock

Locked cassette

Base plate

Stands Keyboards Customer
Displays

Customised
Solutions

You can fi nd detailed information 
about our solutions on the Internet:

www.aks-anker.de/en/solutions
Cash Drawers
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Keyless for more security
The ANKER design principle, comprised of a cassette and a base, has 
inspired you, but you do not want entirely forego metal? Then the ANKER 
Cash & Carry Cash Cassette CCC is just the thing for you. The base, 
outer housing and cash insert made of galvanised steel, together with 
the stainless steel lid, form a closed unit. The CCC does not need any 
keys. The opening of the outer housing is controlled by the cash register 
system. A lock is not necessary. The lid of the cash insert is secured with 
a magnet after being removed from the housing, so that a lock is also not 
needed on the inside.

The coin and note compartments in use can be inserted on the left or 
right side of the cassette, as required. The cash cassette insert has eight 
weighable coin compartments.

ANKER Cash & Carry Cash Cassette CCC

Width
484.6 mm

Height
103 mm

Depth
168 mm

Weight
8.4 kg

Technical data

 › Easy to service with removable cable

 › Removable outer cassette: a plus 
  in terms of cleanliness

 › Lid of the outer cassette made entirely 
  out of stainless steel

 › Metal inner cassette with integrated lid

 › Separate base plate

Sturdy metal
inner cassette

Interface 
compatible with 
all systems

Cash Cassettes
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High-quality materials. Careful workmanship.
With the CCC, you are receiving an extremely robust and well thought 
out steel design, which is made of high-quality and carefully processed 
materials. The lid of the CCC is produced entirely from stainless steel 
and thanks to its rough structure, it is particularly resistant to scratch-
es. Furthermore, the lid is resistant to corrosion and acid.

The CCC metal cassette is opened electronically by the cash register 
system, without keys. The open state of the cassettes is determined via 
the switch that is integrated into the cassette base and directly trans-
mitted to the cash register system.

Different from the others
Thanks to the ANKER principle, with the CCC, you are receiving a metal 
cassette, which fulfi ls the highest standards in durability, as well as 
user friendliness and easy serviceability. Thanks to the separately 
attachable base plate, the outer cassette can be removed for cleaning 
and servicing. The connection cable is not permanently attached to the 
cassette, but rather, it is connected via the base plate. Cost-intensive 
and time-consuming services are therefore minimised considerably.

User friendliness is very important and quick, straightforward removal 
of the cash insert makes a signifi cant contribution to this. This is why the 
CCC has been fi tted with a permanently integrated lid for the cash insert. 
A separate lid is therefore not necessary for closing the inner cassette.

Versions

Coin cups come standard

Colour
RAL 7045

Material
galvanised steel/ 
stainless steel lid

Voltage
24 V

Closure
without lock

Locked cassette

Fitted cassette

Base plate

Stands Keyboards Customer
Displays

Customised
Solutions

You can fi nd detailed information 
about our solutions on the Internet:

www.aks-anker.de/en/solutions
Cash Drawers
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ANKER accessories

Mountings in use

Various mountings

Coin cups

Mountings
Ensure clarity at the POS
Who has never experienced it? The discussion about which note the 
customer committed when paying at the checkout. Avoid such situ-
ations and support the cashiers and customers. The self-adhesive 
mountings by ANKER made of high-quality plastic or stainless steel, 
are a simple, yet effective solution. Attached at any position in or 
on the cash cassette, the cash that has been handed over can be 
inserted into the mountings where it is easily visible. The notes are 
only sorted into the cassette once your customer has received the 
right change. This completely does away with unpleasant moments 
or discussions.

› Helps to avoid confl ict situations with customers

› Self-adhesive and easy to add at any time

› Fewer differences with cashing up

› Economical, effective and compatible with every cassette

Coin cups
Save time, simplify payment transactions
Weighable coin cups have become indispensable. They simplify the 
cashing-up process and save valuable time. ANKER Coin cups are made 
of high-quality ABS plastic and are tailored to your ANKER cash cassette. 
The coin cups can be used in your existing cassette and fi lled as usual 
coin compartments. You can order the coin cups together with your 
ANKER cash cassette. This way, you not only save valuable time and 
money with cashing-up but also logistics. Our coin cups are compatible 
with all standard cash scales.

› Cost and time savings through quick cashing-up processes

› No differences with cashing-up due to weight determination

› Tailored to your ANKER cash cassette for working quickly 
 and conveniently

› Less procurement effort: Order the coin cups right away!

Cash Cassettes
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Note separator for the SCCplus

Note separator for the SCC plus

More space in the SCC plus

The ANKER Standard Cash Cassette SCC plus is delivered with a note 
separator for the note and voucher compartments. But even with this, 
there is not always suffi  cient space for notes and vouchers. With the 
cost-effective, retrofi ttable ANKER note separator for the note compart-
ment, the SCC plus is fl exible and spacious. The robust note separator, 
made of metal, is simply inserted into the existing compartment, 
if required. This makes an additional compartment available to you. 
The metal design has a long service life, even under heavy use.

› Retrofi ttable in every ANKER Standard Cash Cassette SCCplus

› Longlasting design for more cost effi  ciency

› Greater fl exibility and more space for notes and vouchers

Stands Keyboards Customer
Displays

Customised
Solutions

You can fi nd detailed information 
about our solutions on the Internet:

www.aks-anker.de/en/solutions
Cash Drawers
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Cassette opening station
Security in the entire process chain
The security that is guaranteed with the use of the SCC and ECC 
continues in the pay-office. The ANKER cassette opening station 
has been developed for this purpose. The ideal solution, when you use 
a cash cassette without a lock or do not give keys to the personnel. 
Completely mechanical, it offers quick and secure opening in the cash 
offi  ce. The cassette is placed onto a base plate, where it is very securely 
positioned. A mechanical push button opens the cassette. What makes 
the cassette opening station particularly secure is the fact that the push 
button is secured with a key. This way, the cassette can only be opened 
by authorised personnel.

› Opening of the cassettes only possible by authorised personnel

› Good stability and handling of the cassette

› Mechanically operated and therefore independent from 
 any power supply

› Secure alternative for opening cassettes without a cash system

Manual trigger
Fast cassette opening in the back offi  ce
The manual trigger by ANKER is a compact solution for opening your 
cash cassettes mechanically. If you have decided to use an ANKER 
cash cassette without a lock or not to issue any keys to the personnel, 
with the manual trigger, you make it possible to quickly and easily open 
cassettes manually in the pay-offi  ce: completely without any further 
keys or electrical connections. The manual trigger is inserted in the rear 
cutout of the cassette. It can then be opened manually with a pin. Simple 
and space-saving for your cash offi  ce.

› Low space requirement due to compact design

› Cost-effective solution for mechanical opening of SCC, OCC and ECC

› Mobile solution: can be used wherever it is needed

› No keys or electricity required

Cassette opening station

Manual trigger

ANKER accessoriesCash Cassettes
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PC Cash Control
Cost-effective alternative to cash register hardware
Cash cassettes are connected to a cash register system or a receipt 
printer, from which they receive the opening signal. But what do you 
connect the drawer to, if specifi c cash register hardware is not avail-
able or if you issue your receipts on an A4 printer or want to send 
the receipt to the customer as a PDF fi le? In these cases, the tried-
and-tested ANKER Cash Control Adapters are used. You can choose 
between the USB or RS232 interface. The connection cable of the 
cassette is attached to the adapter which is connected to the USB or 
RS232 interface of your system.

Mounting frame
Diffi  cult installation conditions resolved quickly
While a new cash desk is already prepared by the manufacturer for the 
installation of your required cassette, with cash area conversions, it may 
occur that a desk is not suitable for the installation of a cash cassette due 
to the lack of an undersurface. This is where the ANKER mounting frame 
can help. Tailor-made to fit your cassette, the frame is inserted in the 
work surface of the desk and thereby create a sturdy foundation for the 
assembly of an ANKER cassette base.

Mounting frame

USB adapter

RS232 adapter
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Interfaces
A variety of future-proof connections
ANKER has been producing cash cassettes and cash drawers for many 
decades. Over time, the types of interfaces for the respective POS 
systems have changed considerably. While years ago, there were still 
many individual types of connections, you now benefi t from progressive 
standardisation. Most of today’s POS systems use widely prevalent and 
modern interfaces. ANKER also keeps the latest interfaces available for 
you and provides future-proof connection options. 

The new generations of base plates or trigger mechanisms are available 
as standard with a 5-pin DIN interface or USB type B. For connecting to 
your cash system, RJ11, LAN and USB type A interfaces are also avail-
able, among others. If you require interfaces other than those that are 
illustrated, you can benefi t from our many years of experience in the mar-
ket. Please contact us, so we can fi nd the right individual solution for you.

Emergency release mechanisms
Armed for emergencies
Every ANKER cash cassette and cash drawer can be operated without 
a lock or with a special locking mechanism. For situations in which 
the cash cassette or cash drawer cannot be opened electronically or 
via the cash system, such as in the case of a power cut or the possible 
crash of the cash system, ANKER can offer you an emergency unlock-
ing mechanism. This emergency unlocking mechanism does not require 
any electricity or a connection to the cash system.

› If an emergency release mechanism is of interest to you, we will be   
 pleased to provide you with more information.
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